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Abstract: Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with different layers have performed with excellent
results in watermark removal. However, how to extract robust and effective features via CNNs of black
box in watermark removal is very important. In this paper, we propose an improved watermark removal
U-net (IWRU-net). Taking the robustness of obtained information into account, a serial architecture is
designed to facilitate useful information for guaranteeing performance in watermark removal. Taking
the problem of long-term dependency into account, U-nets based simple components are integrated into
the serial architecture to extract more salient hierarchical information for addressing watermark removal
problems. To increase the adaptability of IWRU-net to the real world, we use randomly distributed blind
watermarks to implement a blind watermark removal model. The experiment results illustrate that the
proposed method is superior to other popular watermark removal methods in terms of quantitative and
qualitative evaluations.

Keywords: serial architecture; U-net; blind watermark removal

1. Introduction

To protect the copyright of files, added watermarks became a popular way to increase
security of protected files [1]. To test the quality of added watermarks, watermark removal
is an effective tool [2]. Integrating prior occurrences and the likelihood of cross-channel
correlation can repair image information of the damaged channel in watermark removal [3].
Just-noticeable-distortion is used to estimate the energy to remove the watermark [4]. Tak-
ing into questions of scanned and back-lit pages in archaic documents account, a known
lexicon of fragments is exploited to find watermarks and remove them for overcoming the
effects of damaged files [5]. To improve the effect of removing watermarks, the discrete
cosine transform domain and a key-based matrix are fused to remove visible watermark-
ing [6]. Alternatively, authors use entropy and edge entropy as human visual system (HVS)
characteristics to quickly extract watermark features and remove them [7]. To improve the
generalization ability of the watermark removal algorithm, using wavelet transform can
extract watermark features, the obtained features are used to revise singular values in order
to test the robustness of the obtained watermark [8]. Ansari et al. adjusted block differ-
ences between HL and LH to automatically select the wavelet coefficient for improving
watermark quality [9]. In addition, Fourier transform is effective for watermark removal.
For instance, using the Fourier transform domain to remove watermarks of R, G and B in
the watermark images is a good tool for blind color image watermark removal [10]. Taking
robustness and imperceptibility into account, scholars ensure a signal-to-noise ratio that
enables the host image to maximize the embedding strength for making a tradeoff between
robustness and imperceptibility in the image watermarking removal [11]. Although these
methods have performed well in watermark removal, they still suffer from the following
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drawbacks: (1) They use complex optimization methods to improve visual effect of water-
mark removal. (2) Manually choosing parameters is a good tool to improve the performance
of watermark removal. To overcome these disadvantages, we use deep learning techniques,
especially convolutional neural networks to deal with watermark removal.

Chen et al. proposed deep neural networks for watermark removal [12]. To improve
the quality of watermark removal, Sai et al. used lower dimensional projections in the
intermediate layers of a deep CNN to express the image content in watermark removal [13].
Haribabu et al. utilized an auto-encoder to deal with watermark images with two indepen-
dent images for watermark removal [14]. To improve the robustness of watermarks, Chen
et al. used an adaption of elastic weight consolidation and unlabeled data augmentation
to better represent watermarks for watermark removal [15]. Using roughly localized and
separate watermarks is a good tool for an image watermark [16]. Using a CNN, wavelet
transform and residual regularization loss function, rather than down- and up-sampling
operations, can improve the visual quality of watermark images [17].

Although these CNNs have obtained comparative results in watermark removal, the
key question is how to extract effective features of CNNs with black box to better represent
watermarks for more complex watermark removal. In this paper, we propose an improved
watermark removal U-net (IWRU-net). To obtain more robust information, a serial architec-
ture is presented to extract useful information to pursue better performance for watermark
removal. To address a long-term dependency problem, U-net’s base simple components are
fused into the designed serial architecture to extract more salient hierarchical information
for dealing with the watermark removal problem. Taking into the adaptability of IWRU-net
in the real world account, we use randomly distributed blind watermarks to conduct a
blind watermark removal model. The experiment’s results show that the proposed method
is effective in quantitative and qualitative evaluations.

This paper makes the following contributions.

1. A serial architecture is used to facilitate more useful information for improving the
performance of watermark removal.

2. U-nets are gathered into a serial architecture to extract more salient hierarchical
information to address the long-term dependency on deep CNNs for watermark
removal.

3. To improve the adaptability of IWRU-net on mobile devices in the real world, ran-
domly distributed watermarks with different types are used to train a blind watermark
removal model.

The remaining parts of this paper have the following organizations. Section 2 repre-
sents related work on the proposed method. Section 3 lists the proposed method. Section 4
presents experiments. Section 5 offers conclusions.

2. Related Work
2.1. Deep CNNs for Watermark Removal

Due to their strong learning ability, CNNs are often exploited for image applications [18,19].
For example, CNNs are used to extract robust features for better representing watermarks
for watermark removal [20]. To address different watermarks, a detector based on the CNN
is used to detect the locations of watermarks and to remove watermarks [20]. To deal with
blind watermark removal, Lee et al. used a pre-processing network, a watermark embedding
network and a watermark extraction network to enhance the host image with super-resolution
and the watermark invisibility for blind watermark removal [21]. To address artifacts and blur-
riness caused by opaque watermarks, dual convolutions are used for watermark removal [22].
That is, the first network is exploited to remove the watermark. The second network is utilized
to optimize the second network for further filter watermarks. Due to problem of conventional
perceptual hashing, perceptual hash is embedded into a CNN to obtain a weight way for
verifying watermarking [23]. To address watermarks in remote operations, a novel zero-bit
watermarking algorithm with adversarial model examples was used to extract the water-
mark and remove it [24]. In a tradeoff between robustness and transparency, a combination
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of water wave optimization, chaotic fruit fly optimization algorithm and CNN was de-
veloped for verifying watermarks [25]. To discriminate between attack watermarks and
corrected watermarks, a generative adversarial network (GAN) was used for watermark
removal [26]; that is, a generative network based on U-net architecture was used to extract
high- and low-level features for generating images. Also, a discriminative network was
used to distinguish between the truth of generated and original images, which can also be
used to remove the watermark. To reduce the time of watermark removal, a lightweight
CNN was deigned [27]. To improve watermark removal, a discrete cosine transformation
and Harris hawks method were fused into a CNN to filter watermarks [28]. To improve the
ability of watermark removal, a progressive pre-processing operation was gathered into
a residual dense network to extract more low-frequency features and enhance the attack
ability of the designed network for image watermark removal [29]. Motivated by that, we
designed a novel CNN for image watermark removal.

2.2. Cascaded Architectures for Image Applications

To extract richer features, a cascaded architecture was designed to improve the perfor-
mance in image applications [30,31]. For instance, Qin et al. trained a cascaded network
composed simultaneously of a region proposal network and a fast R-CNN to improve the
accuracy rate of facial detection [30]. To address undersampled data, a cascaded CNN was
presented with MR images for overcoming undersampled data [32]. To overcome the effect
of noise and artifacts, two identical networks were cascaded to enhance the classification
results of medical images [33]. That is, the first network was used to remove noise; the
second network was exploited to classify medical images. Taking into effect of different
factors for image dehazing account, Li et al. used two sub-networks to address medium
transmission and global atmospheric light to obtain more realistic effects, closer to the real
world, to improve the practicality of the proposed method [34]. Alternatively, Yan et al.
combined multi-frame geometry and jointed training to gather low- and high-frequency
information to enhance the image quality of consumer depth cameras [35]. To improve the
performance of image registration, each cascaded network can further deal with warped
images to change the image quality [36]. To fully deal with the specific attributes of HSIs, a
cascaded architecture based on two recurrent neural networks was used for hyper-spectral
image classification [37]. Specifically, the first RNN was applied to remove redundant
information from spectral bands. The second RNN can extract more extra information
obtained from nonadjacent spectral bands. Two networks can improve the discrimina-
tive ability of the obtained classifier. Besides, a cascaded network can use a hierarchical
architecture to extract more useful features to enhance the image quality [38]. Tian et al.
designed a heterogeneous architecture and a stacked convolutional layer to mine richer
low- and high-frequency features for addressing the unstable problem of a SR model [39].
To overcome the challenge of the low spatial resolution of hyper-spectral images, a network
was implemented by cascading two sub-networks [40]. That is, the first network was used
to obtain high resolution multispectral panchromatic images; the second network was
exploited to predict abundance maps. Two networks can better deal with hyperspectral
image resolution. The cascade network architecture was extended for facial expression
recognition [41]. Combining group convolutional networks and stacked CNNs can be
used to enhance the relationships of different channels for image super-resolution [42,43].
Following the above studies, we can see that cascading networks are useful for image
applications. Inspired by that, we designed a cascading network architecture for image
watermark removal.

3. The Proposed Method
3.1. Network Architecture

To extract robust and effective features for watermark removal, we propose an im-
proved watermark removal U-net with 42 layers as well as an IWRU-net, as reported
in Figure 1. To improve the robustness of obtained features, a serial architecture is im-
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plemented by cascading two sub-networks in order to obtain effective information for
improving the performance of watermark removal. To address long-term dependency
problem, U-nets base simple components are fused into the designed serial architecture to
extract more salient hierarchical information for dealing watermark removal problem. To
increase the adaptability of the IWRU-net to the real world, we use randomly distributed
blind watermarks to implement a blind watermark removal model. To roughly express the
above, we conduct the following equation.

Ic = IWRUnet(Iw)
= UnetBlock(UnetBlock(Iw))

(1)

where Iw denotes a watermark image and IWRUnet is a function of IWRU-net. Ic represents
a clean image. UnetBlock expresses the function of the Unet Block. Also, IWRUnet is
trained by the loss function illustrated in Section 3.2. Finally, each Unet Block is shown in
Section 3.3.
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3.2. Loss Function

To improve the training efficiency, least absolute deviation (LAD) [44,45] is used to
train the IWRU-net model for image watermark removal. That is, we use a watermark
image and a clean image to act in an IWRU-net according to Equation (2) to train a
watermark removal model.

D(θ) =

t
∑

j=1

∣∣∣I j
w − IWRUnet(I j

w)
∣∣∣

t
(2)

where I j
w is the jth watermark image, t expresses the total number of watermark images, D

denotes a loss function for training a IWRU-net watermark removal model and θ is used to
represent the parameters. Note that the parameters are optimized by Adam [46] when the
IWRU-net is trained.

3.3. Each Unet Block

A serial architecture composed of two sub-networks is key to improving the robust-
ness of the obtained features in the IWRU-net. Also, each 21-layer U-net filling in each
sub-network is used to obtain more salient hierarchical information for watermark removal.
That is, the 1st, 9th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, 19th and 20th layers are composed of Conv+ReLU;
the 2nd–7th layers include Conv+ReLU+MaxPool; the 8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th and 18th
layers contain Conv+ReLU+ConvT. Also, the last layer includes Conv+LeakyReLU. The
mentioned Conv+ReLU is a combination of a convolutional layer and an activation func-
tion of ReLU [47]. The mentioned Conv+ReLU+MaxPool is a combination of a convolu-
tional layer, an activation function of ReLU and a pooling function of max pooling [48].
Conv+ReLU+ConvT is a combination of a convolutional layer, ReLU and deconvolution
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(ConvTranspose2d). In addition, a convolutional layer is used to obtain linear features.
ReLU is exploited to map linear features into non-linear features. MaxPool is utilized to
reduce the dimension of data to improve the efficiency of training a IWRU-net model. Con-
vTranspose2d is exploited to obtain our predicted results. LeakyReLU is exploited to map
linear features onto non-linear features [49]. To enhance the memory ability of IWRU-net,
we use concatenation operations to integrate shallow features to transmit deep layers. That
is, features of the input and the 18th layer are fused by a concatenation operation as an input
of the 19th layer. Features of the 2nd layer and 16th layer are merged by a concatenation
operation as an input of the 16th layer. Features of the 3rd layer and 14th layer are gathered
by a concatenation operation as an input of the 15th layer. Features of the 4th layer and
12th layer are fused by a concatenation operation as an input of the 13th layer. Features of
the 5th layer and 10th layer are gathered by a concatenation operation as an input of the
11th layer. Features of the 6th layer and 8th layer are gathered by a concatenation operation
as an input of the 9th layer. Also, each convolutional kernel size is 3 × 3. Input and output
channel number of each layer are shown as follows. The 1st layer has 3 input channels and
48 output channels. The 2nd–8th layers have 48 input and output channels, respectively.
The 9th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th and 18th layers have 96 input and output channels. The 13th,
15th and 17th have 144 input channels and 96 output channels, respectively.

The 19th layer has 99 input channel and 64 output channels. The 20th layer has
64 input channels and 32 output channels. The 21st layer has 32 input channels and
3 output channels.

To allow readers to understand illustrations the above visually, we conducted the
following equations.

Oi
F_UnetBlock = UnetBlock(Iw)

= CLR(CR(CR(Co(CRC(CR(C0(CRC(CR(C0(CRC(CR(Co(CRC(Ot), O4))), O3))), O2))), Iw)))) (3)

Ot = CR(Co(CRC(CR(Co(CRC(6MCR(CR(Iw))), O6))), O5)) (4)

O6 = 5MCR(CR(Iw)) (5)

O5 = 4MCR(CR(Iw)) (6)

O4 = 3MCR(CR(Iw)) (7)

O3 = 2MCR(CR(Iw)) (8)

O2 = MCR(CR(Iw)) (9)

where CR denotes a combination of a convolution and ReLU; nMCR is n stacked MCR,
where n varies from 1 to 6; CRC expresses a combination of a convolution, ReLU and Max
pooling; CLR represents a combination of a convolution and LeakyReLU; Oj stands for
output of the jth layer and j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Ot is a temporary output; Oi

F_UnetBlock is the ith
output of the Unet Block (i = 1, 2).

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

Training dataset. Following [50–52], we chose public large-scale visible watermarks
(LVW) [20] for our training dataset to train our IWRU-net. The training dataset is composed
of 60,000 watermarked images with 80 watermarks. Each watermark is embedded into
750 images. Also, we chose 3000 images without watermarks from the LVW. To enlarge
the categories of training samples, we rotated seven conducted watermarks from −30◦

to 30◦, scaled them from 70% to 100% and adjusted them to a transparency of 50% to
80% then randomly added them to the mentioned 3000 images to achieve a watermark
coverage of 10% for constructing watermark images, where watermark coverage is the
ratio of watermarking pixels to all the pixels in an entire image.
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Test datasets. In order to fairly test the performance of our IWRU-net for watermark
removal, we randomly selected 200 images from the LVW and colored large-scale water-
mark dataset (CLWD) [16] as test datasets. Specifically, 100 images were chosen from the
LVW and the rest were chosen from the CLWD. Watermark images were rotated from −30◦

to 30◦, underwent random scaling of 70% to 100% and random transparency adjustments
of 50% to 80%. Additionally, a watermark was added into an image as a test image.

4.2. Experimental Settings

Our experiments were conducted on a PC. The PC has two CPUs of Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Silver 4210 CPU@2.20GHz with RAM of 128 G and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 3090 GPU, where
CUDN of 11.1 and CUDNN of 7.4.1 are used to accelerate the GPU. Our codes are run by
PyTorch of 1.10.2 and Python of 3.8.12 on Ubuntu of 20.04.2. The initial learning rate is
set to 1 × 10−4. The number of epochs is 100. The learning rate has 0.5 times reduction
each 200,000 iterations. All the training images and test images were scaled to 512 × 512
as inputs of the IWRU-net. Outputs of the IWRU-net need to be scaled the same as the
original images. Other parameters are the same as in [53].

4.3. Experimental Analysis

Due to their hierarchical architecture, deep CNNs have obtained stronger learning
abilities for image application, where hierarchical features have obtained features from
different layers [54]. However, how to ensure obtained robust features is very important.
Following Section 2.2, we can see that cascaded architectures are suitable to mine for
more accurate features for image applications. Inspired by that, we designed an improved
watermark removal U-net (IWRU-net) based on a cascaded architecture. That is, a serial
architecture is used to facilitate useful information for guaranteeing performance in wa-
termark removal. In this paper, we used two blocks (Unet_Blocks) in a serial way to form
the serial architecture for image watermark removal in Figure 1. To address long-term
dependency problems, we chose U-net as a simple component of each block (Unet_Block)
to extract more salient hierarchical information to address watermark removal problems.
To verify the effectiveness of the serial architecture, we used an IWRU-net and a single
U-net on 100 images with seven watermarks from the LVW dataset to conduct experiments,
where the settings of the chosen watermark images are the same as in Section 4.2. That is,
the IWRU-net obtained higher peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [55] than that of a single
U-net for image watermark removal as shown in Table 1, which shows the effectiveness of
serial architecture in image watermark removal.

To increase the diversity of the obtained features, we used six up-sampling and down-
sampling operations in each U-net to extract richer features. We used IWRU-net and
IWRU-net without up- and down-sampling operations to test the superiority of up- and
down-sampling operations in the IWRU-net for image watermark removal as reported in
Table 1. To test the effectiveness of six up- and down-sampling operations in each U-net
for image watermark, we chose the IWRU-net and the IWRU-net with four up- and down-
sampling operations in each U-net to conduct comparative experiments in Table 1. That
shows that the proposed IWRU-net exceeds IWRU-net with four up- and down-sampling
operations in each U-net in terms of PSNR, which verifies the good performance of the
six up- and down-sampling operations. Also, six up- and down-sampling operations
can enhance the expressive ability of the designed IWRU-net. To discuss the effect of
residual operations on serial architecture for image watermark removal, we used two
residual operations to act the input and output of each Unet Block (block) for watermark
removal. Due to the use of multiple concatenation operations in each U-net, two residual
operations will result in the over-enhancement phenomenon of obtained features for image
watermark removal. That is verified by both IWRU-net and IWRU-net with two extra
residual operations in Table 1. To allow readers more easily to observe the effect of the
IWRU-net, we chose one image from the LVW with one watermark randomly added onto
the given clean image, rotated from −30◦ to 30◦, scaled from 70% to 100% and adjusted to
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a transparency of 50% to 80% to conduct the visual watermark removal on the image. As
presented in Figure 2, we can see that our IWRU-net has obtained more clearly detailed
information than that obtained by the IWRU-net with two extra residual operations in the
observation area. This shows that two extra residual operations have a native effect on the
IWRU-net for image removal. In other words, the designed serial architecture is capable to
deal with watermark removal from images.

Table 1. PSNR (dB) results of different methods on 100 watermark images from the LVW for image
watermark removal.

Methods PSNR

IWRU-net (ours) 44.85
IWRU-net with four up- and down-sampling operations in each U-net 34.75

IWRU-net without up- and down-sampling operations 43.18
A single U-net 43.71

IWRU-net with two extra residual operations 36.77
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4.4. Experimental Results

Because image watermark removal is a low-level vision task, we chose a denoising
convolutional neural network (DnCNN) [53], a fast and flexible denoising convolutional
neural network (FFDNet) [56], a U-net [57], an attention-guided denoising convolutional
neural network (ADNet) [58] and a robust deformed denoising CNN (RDDCNN) [31] as
comparative methods to test the performance of image watermark removal in terms of
qualitative and quantitative evaluations on the LVW and CLWD. For qualitative evaluation,
we first used transparency rates of 1 and 0.5 to test the effects on the IWRU-net for image
watermark removal. As shown in Table 2, our IWRU-net obtained a higher PSNR at a
transparency of 1 than at 0.5 for image watermark removal, where one image is chosen
from the LVW and its other setting is the same as in Section 4.2. This also shows that, when
the transparency is lower, the IWRU-net has better results of watermark removal.
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Table 2. PSNR (dB) results at different transparency rates of 100% and 50% with the IWRU-net for
image watermark removal.

Transparency Rate PSNR

100% 45.67
50% 41.32

Then, 100 randomly selected images from the LVW and CLWD datasets in Section 4.2
were used to test the effects of the transparency rate by varying it from 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 to
0.8 on the IWRU-net for image watermark removal. As illustrated in Tables 3 and 4, we
can see that our IWRU-net is more effective than other methods, i.e., DnCNN, FFDNet
and Unet for LVW and CLWD in terms of the PSNR and structural similarity (SSIM) [59]
for blind watermark removal. This implies the robustness of our IWRU-net for image
watermark removal.

Next, we also measured the complexity (parameters and flops [60]) of different meth-
ods, i.e., DnCNN, FFDNet, Unet, ADNet, RDDCNN and IWRU-net on an image with
512 × 512 from the LVW. Also, we used one image with 256 × 256, 512 × 512, and
1024 × 1024 from the LVW to test the running time of different methods, i.e., DnCNN,
FFDNet, Unet, ADNet, RDDCNN and IWRU-net. As presented in Tables 5 and 6, we can
see that our IWRU-net also his acceptably effective in terms of complexity and running
time for image watermark removal. Compared with the cited methods, it is clear that our
proposed IWRU-net is competitive for image watermark removal.

Table 3. Average PSNR (dB) and SSIM of different networks on LVW datasets for varying trans-
parency rates of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8.

Methods PSNR SSIM

DnCNN [53] 42.95 0.9961
FFDNet [56] 38.48 0.9847

Unet [57] 43.71 0.9963
IWRU-net (ours) 44.85 0.9970

Table 4. Average PSNR (dB) and SSIM of different networks on CLWD datasets for varying trans-
parency rates of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8.

Methods PSNR SSIM

DnCNN [53] 44.67 0.9753
FFDNet [56] 37.54 0.9912

Unet [57] 45.35 0.9972
RDDCNN [31] 46.25 0.9971

ADNet [58] 46.47 0.9972
IWRU-net (ours) 46.52 0.9975

Table 5. The complexity of different watermark removal methods.

Methods Parameters Flops

DnCNN [53] 0.5594 M 36.6582 G
FFDNet [56] 0.4945 M 8.1023 G

Unet [57] 1.0120 M 18.6813 G
RDDCNN [31] 0.5591 M 36.7060 G

ADNet [58] 0.5215 M 34.2393 G
IWRU-net (ours) 2.0240 M 37.3625 G
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Table 6. Running time for different watermark removal methods on three image sizes.

Methods 256 × 256 512 × 512 1024 × 1024

DnCNN [53] 0.038228 0.154801 0.638453
FFDNet [56] 0.010732 0.037471 0.124227

Unet [57] 0.027889 0.097742 0.316260
RDDCNN [31] 0.057355 0.222245 1.559665

ADNet [58] 0.036286 0.147691 0.563838
IWRU-net (ours) 0.058375 0.199374 0.654419

To further test the performance of our IWRU-net, we used quantitative evaluation to
conduct visual effects as follows. We chose four images from the LVW, adding different
transparency rates of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8, respectively, to test the visual effects of the IWRU-
net. Also, DnCNN, FFDNet and Unet were used as comparative methods. One chosen
area of each predicted visual image was enlarged as an observation area. The observation
area is clearer, so its corresponding method has better performance in image watermark
removal. As shown in Figures 3–6, we can see that our IWRU-net has clearer areas for
different transparency rates. It shows that our IWRU-net is more advantageous in terms of
quantitative evaluation for image watermark removal. According to these findings, it is
known that the IWRU-net is very suitable to image watermark removal for qualitative and
quantitative evaluations.
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5. Conclusions

We propose an improved watermark removal U-net as IWRU-net. To improve the
robustness of the obtained information, a serial architecture was used to facilitate more
accurate information to guarantee the performance for watermark removal. To address
long-term dependency problems, U-nets as simple components were integrated into the
serial architecture to extract more salient hierarchical information for addressing watermark
removal problems. To increase the adaptability of IWRU-net on mobile devices in the real
world, randomly distributed watermarks of different types were used to train a blind
watermark removal model. Our method is competitive with other popular watermark
removal methods in terms of quantitative and qualitative evaluations. In the future, we
will design lightweight CNNs for image watermark removal.
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